


wedding day.  Thank you for giving me 
this memory that will last forever.”  These 
are the words of the daughter of one 

Smiling.”
Dr. Emily Chen always had an interest 

lives. She realized that what she wanted 

or severely worn teeth and any issue with 

Regents University.  She was promoted to 

honor and opportunity.

are very in depth and look at the whole 
person.”  
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Towne Lake.  Not anymore.  Dr. Chen’s 

colored to match surrounding teeth, 
and an in-house lab may mean less wait 

all types of cases, from the simple to a 

a caring and compassionate spirit, so 

Carter said, “Dr. Chen does whatever 

at ease.  She is good at dealing with 

commented that they have never had an 
experience like the one they had with Dr. 
Chen.”

Just like her career choice, Dr. Chen 

the end result of the treatment plan, all 

they may think they are in the wrong 

“dental.”  In fact, unlike many dental 

that’s deliberate.  Dr. Chen’s philosophy 
of “low volume, high quality” assures 

in personalized care and treatment.  If 

leather sofa while listening to the 
soothing sounds of a small waterfall and 

are one of nature’s most symmetrical 

Thus, the orchid, a symbol of beauty and 

mind.  “Our chairs are special ordered 

the chair.  Dr. Chen explained that even 

Chen’s instruments are all subject to an 

site lab.  All instruments are sterilized 

bite wing X-rays, our panoramic machine 
allows us to do external bite wing X-rays, 

explained Dr. Chen.  
Towne Lake residents are fortunate to 

have someone with Dr. Chen’s knowledge 

but also to have a caring, approachable 
medical professional who believes in 

as the individual he or she is.  She 
accepts all major dental insurance plans, 

available, as is access to a third party 

being accepted.  
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Dr. Chen working at the in-house lab.


